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By

ScRIBANUS

THE idea of a Catholic Renaissance spreads.
With the increasing perfection and speed
of our means of communication, the lands and
seas that separate nations become almost nonexistent. It was a forgone conclusion that
the scintillating revival of Catholic thought
and letters in Europe would eventually reach
America. That it has come about with such
dispatch is encouraging. The movement, of
course, as far as we are concerned, is still in
its infancy. Much remains to be done, and
until cultured Catholics as a group are reading
Baring, Ronald Knox, Henri Gheon, Giovanni
Papini, Karl Adams, C. C. Martindale, Alfred
Noyes, Philip Gibbs, in addition to our best
American Catholic authors, we cannot rest
satisfied.

WHAT HO! THE COLLEGES
The colleges are the hope of the future.
Scribanus has met men from non-Catholic
schools who were prepared to discuss the influence of Gerard Manley Hopkins on modern
poetry or the importance of Maritain to contemporary thought. On the other hand, he
has encountered graduates of Catholic schools
who knew nothing about Hopkins and to whom
Maritain was just another Frenchman. Perhaps it is impossible within the bounds set by
educational associations to offer courses in
modern Catholic literature. Scribanus recommends this embryonic thesis to some ambitious
graduate student.

REINFORCEMENTS FROM ENGLAND
Sh~ed ~nd Ward seems to be making a
success of its American adventure. Founded
in 1926 by Mr. F. J. Sheed and his courageous
wife, Maizie Ward, the firm was an immediate success in England. By publishing the
works of the leading Catholic writers of Europe, irrespective of nationality, it has given
a corporate unity to the Catholic Revival.
While the nations of Europe make faces at
one another across armed frontiers, these
Catholic writers gather peacefully under the
banner of Sheed and Ward. Maybe the supranationalism of the Catholic Church is the solution for exaggerated nationalism after all. I
can't quite believe that Maritain would scatter
bullets in Chesterton's direction, no matter
what provocation the eminent French professor might have. They both partake of the
Body and Blood of Him Who is the Prince
of Peace.

A KNIGHT ON A HORSE
As long as we are talking about publishers
some comment on the Science and Culture
Series must needs be forthcoming. Sponsored
by the Bruce Publishing Co., under the aegis
of St. Louis University, whose Father Husslein, S. J., well-known wherever books are
read, is the general editor, this systematic
effort to widen the appeal of Catholic thought
and letters has met with an astonishing reception both here and abroad. Although the
series is scarcely a year old, more than a dozen
books have been published, of which four or
five are already in a second printing. Wasn't
it Goethe who said that Catholicism could not
survive the 19th Century?

A NEW ARRIVAL
Have you read Paul Horgan's "Fault of
the Angels," the Harper prize-winning novel
for 1932? The author is a Catholic and this
is his first book. His satire is clever and delicately pungent, but not notably profound. It
is certainly worth an evening of anybody's
time.

AN OLD SURVIVAL
We do not know who brought about a
new printing of the late Henry Longan Stuart
"Weeping Cross," but whoever it was, he h!ls
deserved well of the American reading public.
This old survival is well worth reading. Michael Williams concurs with us in our
opinion of this book, so we know we must
be right.

:

Page Three

NewmanThe Man and The Stylist
By E. J.

CONFITEOR

ANDERSON

"Steel-true and blade-straight." Stevenson
used these words in describing his wife. Assuming his indulgence, I shall apply them to
John Henry, Cardinal Newman. To be true
I'm riding two horses through the valley of life,
to himself was the first law of the cardinal's
One's black as the stormy night sky,
nature. Food was not more necessary for
And the other's chaste white as the veil of a bride.
his body than integrity was for his soul. If
I may theorize, it was this unrelenting need
Careening astride them life's valley ride I.
of being true to himself which explains both
his character as a man and as a writer.
My black breathing fire champs a blood-dripping bit,
In his deservedly popular talk on literature
given while he was at the University of Dublin
He would hurdle the earth at a stride.
Newman stated: "Thought and speech are inHis hoofs paw the far off; they kick at the dust.
separable from each other." I might paraOn him, careless grandeur, a wild throbbing ride.
phrase this : "A writer and his writings are
inseparable from each other." You cannot
:
5 judge one without passing judgment on the
But the white one though prancing moves stately correct,
:
other. For this reason it is difficult to discuss
either Newman's style or his private character
Never yearning to bolt from the pale,
separately, for each was a reflection of the
Neither losing nor finding the course 'neath his hoof
same personality.
No leader expecting; demanding a trail.
Newman I consider to have been one of
the greatest masters of English prose, and for
the following reasons. First, he had someThrough the valley of life both horses I'll ride,
thing definite, something valuable to say. In
Their sweat gleaming bridles I'll clutch 'till I die.
other words, he had a distinguished mind. It
With a foot on each saddle whirled madly along,
was the mind of an acute and singularly unbiased thinker, a mind much more analytical
Careening astride them forever ride I.
and far less intuitive than is the mind of the
average literateur. Newman could shrewdly
evaluate and clearly systematize the most dis-FRANK SULLIVAN
couraging jumble of facts, near-facts, theories
i
and lies. As Professor Halleck says in his
5
text-book on English Literature (p. 476), New:
i"-•nnnn•n•nn•u•tnutntntnuttttunttnnu•••nntunttnntntntttttltttu"riiutR•I1l11f'ri~'it•-mnit••uu••ut"R't-li••••••ttntutntfftrnn•••u•••nninu.tunn•niiUuu••n•u•c#: man was "one of the great Victorian masters
of argumematiV'e prose." 'fhomugirness; r-::rn=-- - - - - . . . ,
dour, originality, sanity-these are the qualities which make the reasoning of Newman
so notable. I do not suppose them to have
been native to him in exactly the sense that
With Apologies to Bacon
the color of his eyes was native to him. If
I may once more theorize, I believe that all
By FRANK EGAN
of us would be more thorough, more candid
A Character Sketch
LIQUOR is served as a beverage to make and original and sane if we shared Newman's
By VINCENT DWYER
men convivial, as a drug to drown man's relentless need of being true to himself.
OU
rha
d n t kn 0 w Archibald Eas- sorrows, and as .usual-to ma~e men dru~k.
Secondly, he not only had something to
• pe. P~· - . 0 0
. h.
When a man drmks to be fnendly, he stps say-he knew how to say it. He wrote clearly
ley, whtch ts JUSt as well. The loss ts h~s wine or beer; when a man drinks for solace, and appositely, and his fundamental probity
~nd not yours, gentle reader .. Not that A:c lett he submerges his sorrow in rum; but when saved him from rhetorical tricks or falsified
ts not a yery fi~e fel~ow-he ts. most fir:e • n~ a man drinks from habit he guzzles what emotions.
that he ts not mte!hgent-h7 ts most _mtelh- he can get.
'
gent; not that he ts not amtable-he ts very
.
.
.
.
It may be thought that 11 am merely reTo. drmk. too long: ts lazy, to drm~ too stating what my betters have concluded is
amiable. I must let you in on a secret-Archibald Easley is a bore. A tall man, exceedingly deep ts unwts~; to drmk to get drunk 1s the due to Newman. In any event at this point
well proportioned and with the springiest of humor of a satlor.. .
I shall take the liberty of expressing a viewsteps and marvelous activity of mind; yet a
The fermented JUice of the grape has been point peculiar to myself. I do so hoping that
bore. Thus he is and thus he will ever be.
~ound to p~rfe~t human nature: Man under what I shall have to say will not sound too
Its persuasive mfluence finds hts fellow-men
Archie has never heard that "still water more friendly, more open and less constrained intemperate, or too callow.
runs deep," or, if he has heard it, he has no by caution. The world takes on for him a
Newman has written that "the style of a
desire whatever to run deep. At any rate slight tint of pink which is reflected on the really gifted man can belong to (no one) but
he is never still. I have known him to walk tip of his nose.
himself." I of course agree. But as I scan
into the midst of a most exclusive gathering,
Dry men condemn liquors, most men en- Newman's always interesting pages I encounwhere the majority of the people assembled joy them, and wise men avoid them. For the ter paragraphs, at times even the greater part
were total strangers to him, and at once seize art of drinking is not discovered by drinking; of a section, which, were the subject matter
the reins of conversation.
because that is a wisdom outside of liquor, different, might have occurred in a good
science manual or history. If there is any
Of all the men whom I have ever heard and above it, won by observation.
discourse, Easley is the most tiring. He never
The knowledge of the flavor and varieties individuality, it is of so delicate a sort as to
speaks about anything of current or historical of liquors is a part of education, as with the escape me. I also find that while Newman's
interest; literature has no place in his speech; connoisseur, while their effect is a part of words are always admirably expressive of his
he ignores politics. What he does converse experience wherein greater wisdom is re- thought, the element of cadence, of music,
is wanting. Newman, it seems to me, can
about are his relations and acquaintances. His quired.
Aunt Emma will form the theme of an hour's
It was Titus Lucretius, that noble Roman be a little cold, a little pedantic. Whether
discourse; he will trace her complete history philosopher, who said most excellently: "It or not my animadversion is just, it is, I gladly
from the moment of her birth till that last is a pleasure to stand in the window of a acknowledge, an unimportant matter. Newsad episode when they laid her away forever. castle and see a battle and the adventures man himself has given us the sound counsel
Now I have no doubt whatever that Emma thereof below." Thus with the knowledge of that one's language must "never (be) out of
was a most estimable lady; I am convinced liquors; they are best learned by observation. keeping with the occasion." As I recall, it
that a better aunt could not be found anyThe contents of some bottles are to be is when Newman is engaged in scientific arwhere, but I care nothing for her as an indi- tasted, others are to be swallowed, and some gumentation that he abandons the cadenced
vidual. I am certain that I never offended few are to be emptied and drained to the prose of which he is, when he wants to be,
a most enchanting master.
her, the more so since she was dead some dregs.
In respect to Newman's personal character
years before I was born. Then why, oh why,
Beer makes a broad man, wine makes a
I have already said that sincerity was basic
does her ghost continually haunt me through witty man, but whiskey makes a wild man.
the lips of Archibald Easley?
Therefore, if a man drink much he has to it and have implied that, since his thinking
It will do you no good to try to drown need of a great capacity and a cap that will was brave and straight-forward, so must have
out Mr. Archibald; his voice would make accommodate his long ears; if he drink little, been his manhood. I have neither the space
Danton's sound like a stage whisper, and Dan- however, or not at all, he has need of a ready nor the knowledge to review his life, but I
ton's could be heard for three miles. It will wit and a bright heart that can bear up bravely wish to say a few words regarding the-shall
I say superlatively noble ?-manner with which
do you no good to ignore him or pretend in- without several jolts from a bottle.
So if a man's wits be wandering, let him he resisted the temptations of a writer.
difference because then he thinks you have
Newman never wrote down to people; he
missed the point and must needs begin all drink under the table. If he cannot bear up
over again, despite your quick protestation under sorrow, let him drink by himself in the never accepted facile writing from himself;
corner. If he be wise, however, let him drink he never compromised his ideas when they
that you have heard every word.

My Friend, Archibald
Easley

•

On Drinking

•'

Y

(Continued on -page 4)
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A Glance Over My Shoulder
At Thomas Carlyle

the solemn doors of the rench Academy op- ing rest and peace in the confessional of a
ened proudly to welcome Franc;ois Mauriac. simple country cure in the tiny village of Ars.
The homecoming had taken on the character
After a short time as the assistant of M.
of a triumph.
Bailey, Vianney was moved to Ars where he
VIPERS' TANGLE, by Franc;ois Mauriac.
New York: Sheed & Ward, 1933. $2.00.
For all that, "Vipers' Tangle" is not a remained for the rest of his life with the exBy FRANK SULLIVAN
pleasant book to read. The same old analysis ception of a short interval spent at his home.
A short time ago the Catholic Book-of-the- of sin is there, the old hatred of bourgeois Of course it is here in Ars that we now come
am afraid, no not afraid, that I will never
Month Club designated a current French novel mediocrity, the ill-disguised disgust with mod- to the most remarkable incidents in the life
rid myself of my first impression of Carlyle.
as the best Catholic literary endeavor of the ern materialistic culture, but the atmosphere of a most saintly man.
The dour Scot-someone else called him that
month. The author, Franc;ois Mauriac, was, has changed. The gentleness of love enters
The threads of the narrative wind back -will always stand in the vision of my mind's
I dare say, comparatively unknown to most to act as a much-needed disinfectant.
and forth weaving the account of the Cure's eye as I met him with James Mathew Barrie.
American Catholics. For a very substantial
In"Vipers' Tangle" Mauriac tears the flesh famous jousts with the devil, his unceasing He is short, and frock-coated, stoutish, widereason, which I shall explain in the course away from a father's heart into which the mortifications and his unending labors in the black-hatted, leaning on a crooked stick with
of this review, no American Catholic publisher knowledge and love of God have never pene- confessional and with his orphanage, La Prov- which he presently points to a mile stone.
had been interested heretofore in introducing trated. He shows us a man, unloved from idence. Naturally such a strenuous life broke About the pointing Barrie told me. The dress,
the talented Frenchman to our literary circles. youth, who attempts to fill the void in his soul down the frail health of the cure, a health I know not how I came to put on him. It
The truth of the matter is that for a de- by a blind attachment to money and fame. For which he gave so unsparingly to God. This seems Carlyle had become for the knee-panted,
cade or more Mauriac has been an "enfant a brief moment, the woman he marries seems breakdown was so severe that competent med- worshipful boy who now is Sir James Mathew
terrible" in his native land. Early in his to bring love into his life, but when the illus- ical men failed to see how it was physically something of a hero; and, as hero worshippers
career, critics discerned in him the qualities ion is dissipated, the man withdraws into possible in view of the fraility of his body for will, the adolescent Barrie sought to have
of a major novelist. He had the fine nervous himself, where he nourishes bitter thoughts the cure to exist. But exist he did-working. some word to remember, some bit of conversensibility of the poet, the philosopher's gift of jealously and revenge. The children grow striving, praying. Praying! Indeed here I sation to bring out, in after years remarking,
for keen psychological analysis, a style supple, up to hate and fear their father, convinced think is the secret of the Cure d'Ars. He "Carlyle once spoke this to me." But Carlyle
pure, colorful and eloquent, nourished on the that he is morbidly insane. In this unnatural never ceased praying, and, curiously enough, was not one to pass a bright and cheery word
best French tradition. Two novels, "Baiser atmosphere, Mauriac moves with the assur- it was through his tremendous, overwhelming with the motorman, the butcher or the barber
au lepreux" and "Therese Desqueyrou" ance of a master. The external action is un- love of prayer that his enemy, the devil, at- much less with a, we may well believe stickybrought him early fame and a high place important; the reader is interested only in most succeeded in piercing his armor of the fingered bit of masculine humanhy, genus
among contemporary novelists. They brought that cancerous heart, that tangle of vipers, love of God. The incident centers about his homo. "How far is it to Edinburgh?" asked
also in their train the fraternal denunciations which Mauriac relentlessly reveals fold by desire to leave Ars and enter the contemp- Barrie. Carlyle raised his cane and pointed
of most of the Catholic critics of France. When fold. No more tragic situation exists in the lative life against the wishes of his ecclesi- to the mile post and grouchily stomped away.
J. Calvet published his "Renouveau Catho- whole range of modern literature than the astical superiors. But God's will prevailed and
It would be fine to say "How like Carlyle
lique" in the middle of the twenties, he care- picture of that father sitting alone in his room, the cure's last days were spent in spiritual
-pointing
the way." But sad fact; Carlyle
fully omitted Mauriac from his list of Cath- coldly plotting revenge on his wife and chil- peace, if not in physical rest. His infirmities
olic authors, and the omission was significant. dren who are discussing downstairs their plans were causing him much suffering, but the has pointed no ways out to me who have read
About the scenes of sin and passion in almost for getting his money.
end was near. Dea;th found him shriving him not widely but sufficiently well. Oh! but
all his books, there was a dangerous, insidious
Behind this tragedy is a deeper tragedy sinners to the last-a weary old priest, ready see Carlyle did not point the way. He only
atmosphere. The flushed face of sin leered still, with a very timely lesson. The wife of and willing to meet the Master he had served told how far removed he was from Edinburgh
to an urchin whose eyes read the mile
in the pages, causing anxiety to pure minds this unbeliever is a Catholic, as are the chil- so long and so well.
post, whose feet already having travelled that
and troubling innocent souls. The author, in- dren. Had they lived their religion with a
An apt comparison is to say that Jean way remember the distance in steps. "That
deed, seemed to find pleasure in these excess- sincere interior spirit, they would have saved Marie Vianney was like a many-sided well- then is Carlyle," you may say, but I am less
ively vivid descriptions.
this soul its bitter sufferings. They would polished jewel. Like the facets on a beauti- sure. Perhaps you didn't even say it. PerFrom the appearance of these novels up have brought to it that Love for which it fully cut diamond we see his mortifications, haps that would be wrong too. Carlyle was
to the present, there has ranged about the yearned and which it finally discovered, illog- his faith, his work, his strength, his conver- ever telling the world of something which the
frail figure of Mauriac a bitter controversy. ically perhaps and despite the obstacle of the sations with the saints and the Blessed Virgin; world has probably long ago known and beThe whole thorny question of tf1e rights and family, at the end of a tragic life. It is his simplicities and his complexities. Above lieved unimportant. I believe the man conlimitations of the Catholic novelist was de- Mauriac's condemnation of mediocre Christi- all things else of course, his faith and his sidered himself a prophet of a new order, yet
bated again and again with characteristic anity.
humility.
this order we all recognize as being the estabGallic fervor. That the novelist was free
The real Mauriac appears in "Vipers'
Yet the cure was not hard like a jewel, for lished mode of things from time's beginning.
to deal with passion and sin there was no Tangle." The father of the family typifies his was a life of love; of love warm and put- Man's life of course would have continued
doubt. It was equally clear that in his delin- the modern man who lives life on a low, rna- sating; of love of God for Whose sake he de- along the same even course had not Thomas
cation of passion, the novelist was bound to terial plane, knowing not the spirit nor the voted his life to the salvation of souls.
Carlyle been born at Ecclefechan, Scotland,
observe the propriety befitting a Christian. spirit's God. Gradually the nauseating weight
The logic of the man who knew so little 1795.
No clear-cut lines were drawn, nor were the of si_n bears him down, degrades his manhood, formal logic or philosophy, was so direct and
His early life, uneventful except for studies
proper limits sharply defined, but the discus- deprives him of love. Only Christ can save simple that it verged on. the ~ublime: A not
sions served to develop in the minds of the him; Christ who is the heart of hearts, Incar- incorrect statement of his mam thesis would at Edinburgh, was devoted to absorbing much
writers a new consciousness of the legitimate nate Love. Mediocre Christians stand between be: God placed man on this earth to love and of the German school of philosophy. We can
rights of morality and the common good. Lit- ~he mod~rn m~n an~ God; and for them Maur- serve God, and through love and service. to see the shadow of this Germanic gloom in
erature cannot be divorced from life, and, as tac has , the Im~ahent contempt ,..of ~. m31~ save his own soul. Therefore anything which his writings which preach along at an impaPaul Bourget had observed almost fifty years vowed to perfectiOn .. For all the Is:ns WI c1t does not bear directly upt;m this one great tient rate brooking no opposition. In 1834,
1:!~ a:-:.-t c:;-a: ~ . _. . - r-.. C:~i;"-1: ~"\J U.-,..: ,.,.:~ Cil. :..,uu~u a1Itl ~- -··--.-.......oolll
before. the novelist IS responsible for the tl,.Pir
,.,~~.,,...,,"
f.-.r.,
off•
.?c:
•
,.~··.
• "'"'n:;<'-'""rtrl ' Ma..•·~'""
•
- ;-·w,
.,.en(l ~anu .1. LUlll!\. vve 111<>) ~t~cS;,- Cl-.rec t lJ )
nioraf ettect ()This book on the reaaer.
his solutwn; and It IS love. With Au15ustm'l' should be utterly ignored, and IS mdeed wholly for 47 years London was his home. He left
Mauriac, not insensitive to this criticism, he joins. ~ands acr~~s the ages, repeatmg th~ and completely extraneous matter.. This I London finally in a long black box, never to
made another attempt. In "Ce qui etait perdu" old famihar cry: Thou hast made us foi think sums up the Cure d'Ars; he hved for return. Those 47 years produced some rather
good prose of a jerky, tortuous sort, indicative
he tried to write a Catholic novel, taking as Thyself, 0 ~od, and ?,ur hearts shall never fine. God and God alone; nothing else mattered.
perhaps of complex ideas, perhaps of sloppy
his thesis the silent working of grace in a rest except m Thee.
G. K. Chesterton in a short study of the
workmanship. This prose devotes itself to
world stinking with sin. "Did not Christ,"
-By Fidus.
h b 00 k
k th t t
enabling labor, to the unwisdom of democracy
.ac
asked
the
critics
between
the
lines
<:are,
appended
to
t
e
' ma es
e
s
a
eMauri
~
, m--nt that the Cure d'Ars was a challenge to and to the need of following heroes. In Sartor
of his book, "come to save that which was
tr ~ French rationalists of the time. Indeed Resartus he presents the world with one Herr
lost? Did He not say that He was come to THE SECRET OF THE CURE D'ARS, by he was that, and more, for his life constitutes Doctor Diogenes Teufelsdri:ickh who comments
save the sinner and not the just?" With this
Henri Gheon. Translated by F. J. Sheed, a challenge to the rationalists of all time. "On autobiographically in the Everlasting No (one
thesis there was universal agreement, but the
New York: Sheed & Ward, 1929.
' the human side nothing; from God every- of the chapters), on a sterility of soul of which
critics were forced to point out that, in his
C ll"
he had been once possessed and which brought
treatment of this theme, Mauriac had so vivThis is a simple story, this narration oi .thing."-C. C. 0 111 s.
him the most disconsolate of melancholies.
idly painted the sensual attraction of sin that the life and works of Jean Marie Vianney;
~
Later however (Everlasting Yea), he evolves
more sinners might have to be saved because and yet paradoxically, it is a mos.t invo~ved
a philosophy of "Love Not. Pleasure," "Love
of his book. Meanwhile no one questioned tale for here we have a very close 111term111gNEWMANGod," and seems to become contented. In his
his sincerity.
ling' of heaven and earth. The lucidity of M.
French Revolution, Carlyle produced what to
The Man and Stylist
It is to Mauriac's everlasting honor that Gheon's words, as well as the simpleness of
me is his most readable stuff. However, hishe called a halt to reconsider the whole ques- the exterior life of the Cure d'Ars, is matched
·
t
1
t
t
fi
"te
(Continued from page 3)
torians
seem agreed that there is little fact,
tion of his art in relation to his faith. In by a certam opaqueness, a eas o our m
"Souffrances ct bonheur · du Chretien" (The minds, growing out of the impenetrabl~ heav- were unpopular. Above all, there are no star- much fancy here. He speaks in one place
Sufferings and Joys of the Christian) he made enly mysteries which surround the C~re t_hru- ies to be told about him which reveal a man upon biography declaiming "that all writing
no attempt to minimize the bitterness of his out his life like a halo of ever-endunng hght. frightened by the numbing cold and lon~li is good because of the men and the doings
struggle. The failure of "Ce qui etait perdu,"
As I have said the life of Vianney, Cure ness of the mountain top. Cruelly exhaustmg of men which it presents." Again of bioglike the failure of every work undertaken d'Ars, was a simple one. Born of French and thankless as often was his task, his true- raphy he speaks when he singles out particuwith an upright intention, wounded his sensi- peasant stock his boyho.od and y_outh pas~ed heartedness made him oppose the temptation larly the eldest son of biography, Boswell,
tive soul. The happiness of Christianity which quietly enough, filled with the simple duties so common to the artist, the temptation to and urges his faults be overlooked. Yet his
he had experienced as a boy was gone; and and pleasures of his people; although ever.. amuse and relax himself with what is base. perhaps most significant remark as I see it
there was nothing left except the bitter at that time his future greatness was fore· The fact that, although he was of a sociable is in the piece called "The Hero as a Poet,"
struggle of the man in a world of sin. The shadowed by the impromptu catechism classes disposition, Newman lived in saintly retire- when Carlyle, the militant non-Catholic, gives
crisis of Mauriac's life had come.
he held for his playmates in the fields near ment from the world is arresting. Attracted to Catholicity the palm for having produced
his home.
by the glamour of a famous man, hosts of such eminently satisfactory men as Dante and
Then appeared "J eudi Saint" (Holy ThursAs he became older his desire for the pri~st- people would otherwise have flocked to him, Shakespeare. I wonder if Carlyle really was
day)-and the new Mauriac. There had been hood became stronger, and, after overcopung few of whom would have realized their obli- as anti-everything as he seemed to be? Maydoubt, discouragement, weakness before; now difficulties as to his vocation, he entered the o-ation not to minister to his latent vanity or be he only felt bad because that was the nature
there was joy, serenity and the strength which seminary where his utter lack of education be- ~ther human weaknesses. Newman might of the beast.
comes from submission to God. In becoming came apparent at once. In fact we may s::;y 1 have continued the spiritual aristocrat or, un~gain the ch~ld of the Heavenly _Father, Ma?r- that; the trouble which young J ea?- Mane der the insidiously altered circumstances, he
tac had rediscovered the happ 111 e~~ 0 ~ child- experienced with his studies was nothmg more might have wavered. Aware of his great
food. }~e dtrou~led a utholr ffof t :a~s~r au ·than stupidity, but, as we remark so ?ften gifts, and of his inexorable responsibility in
ON DRINKING
~preux
a . at . ong 1ast e. _ec. e . e w~en later in his life, he supplied for this deficiency regard to them, he was grimly determined
his ~.rt and his. ftith :- reconcihatw~ I~ ;'h~_h at least to some degree, by his ceaseless mor- I that neither his friends nor himself should
(Continued from page 3)
~o.t haW Js~entta to.fi IS dar\or r~qt11r~.f Y IS tifications of the flesh. Here we have a man.! corrupt him. Magnificent as a writer, Newman
1
and
drink
seldom,
like a gentleman, for even
ait h a
een sadcr~ ce · n a f e~u I ~- ~a:- lacking in birth, breeding, education and, cer-. was still more successful as a man.
the great may over-indulge at the flowing
sage e presage:: t <;, ret~rn o ~ e ar IS o tainly to some event, in intellect, who was
bowl.
the fold of Chnst.
~rhsts, _wnter?, men a later, solely by the grace of God, to convert 1
part from others, ~nsoners 111 their work- over 80,000 souls to the Church of Christ.,
That you may know this to be true, but
shops, slaves t<? their boo~s, _must above _all Truly, as M. Gheon says, "On the human side 1
MY FRIEND
examine the plight of noble Noah, who with
others take their place agam 111 the long hne nothino-. from God everything."
his sons did till the ground and plant the vine.
(Continued from page 3)
of faithful marching toward _the Holy Table.
At l~st, due to the efforts of M. Balley,
When the vintage came, not k1;1owing the
How has such a man escaped annihilation? strength of wine, he drank too freely and, as
~he~ must return to the umty. of the flock, his old friend and helper, whose parish asb111d111g themselves closely to It, no lo~ger sistant he later became, Jean Marie Vianney I have told you that he has a powerful phys- the Good Book records, fell asleep in his tent.
members separated from the Body (of Chnst). was made a priest on the 13th of August, 1815. ique; it would take considerable fortitude for
Thus it may be seen that even the ancients
"Vipers' Tangle" sho:v.ed that the ~rtist A rather su:prising thing to note ~ere is t~at anyone to issue a challenge to him. Neverwas definitely home. Cntics forgot their se- the new pnest was not granted his faculties theless, it has been done, but the results have were sometimes lacking in wisdom when there
verity. They hastened to congratulate the as a confessor until much later due to his ~e always been distinctly discouraging-so much was question of drink. But lest the recitation
greatest Catholic novelist in France. "Vipers' ficiencies in moral theology. It is interestmg so that we have resorted to our heels as the of Noah's indiscretion end in harsh judgment
Tangle" they called with unanimous voice a to remember this when we later see the only deliverance when he is within shouting of him, an excuse may be recalled in that he
lived so long on water.
masterpiece. And within a few short weeks thousands upon thousands of weary souls find- distance.
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